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Temporal and spatial phase shifting in electronic speckle-pattern interferometry are compared quanti-
tatively with respect to the quality of the resultant deformation phase maps. On the basis of an analysis
of the noise in sawtooth fringes a figure of merit is defined and measured for various in-plane and
out-of-plane sensitive electronic speckle-pattern interferometry configurations. Varying quantities like
the object-illuminating intensity, the beam ratio, the speckle size and shape, and the fringe density allows
characteristic behaviors of both phase-shifting methods to be explored. © 2000 Optical Society of
America
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1. Introduction

The application of phase-shifting techniques has
made electronic speckle-pattern interferometry
�ESPI� a versatile tool in nondestructive testing, lead-
ing to quantitative results. A drawback of the wide-
spread temporal phase-shifting �TPS� method in
which the phase-shifted data are acquired in a tem-
poral sequence of camera frames is a susceptibility to
external disturbances like vibration, temperature
fluctuation, or rapid motion of the test object itself.
Attempts to minimize the influence of such distur-
bances in TPS have been described.1,2 A very simple
way to get rid of these problems is the application of
spatial phase shifting �SPS� in which the required
data are recorded simultaneously either by several
cameras with an appropriate static phase shift for
each of the images3 or by the introduction of a carrier
fringe pattern on a single-camera target.4–6 The lat-
ter approach is quite attractive because it needs nei-
ther costly optics or electronics nor moving parts. It
resembles a quite conventional ESPI configuration in
which the reference wave’s source point is shifted

laterally by �x from the center of the system’s imag-
ing aperture. This lateral shift generates the re-
quired quasi-linear phase ramp �x on the sensor in
one spatial direction, here, in the x direction.6 This
method is used throughout the SPS investigations
described in this paper.

Unfortunately, the advantages of SPS are accom-
panied by some restrictions in ESPI. Let us briefly
review why. Phase-shifting formulas are derived
from a set of n interferometric equations that read,
for TPS and SPS, respectively, as

Ii�x, y, ti� � Ib�x, y, ti��1 � sinc��t

2 ���x, y, ti�

� cos���x, y, ti� � i�t�� , (1)

Ii�x � i, y� � Ib�x � i, y��1 � sinc��x

2 ���x � i, y�

� cos���x � i, y� � i�x�� , (2)

where Ii are the measured intensities in the ith phase
sample �i � 	1, 0, 1, for n � 3� at a camera pixel with
column x or �x 
 i� and line y at time ti. For a
camera with N columns x is restricted in Eq. �2� to 2 �
x � �N 	 1�. Ib is the bias intensity, and � is the
visibility. The temporal and the spatial phase-shift
angles in the ith phase sample are i�t and i�x, re-
spectively, and �t and �x are the phase-shift angles
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